1940s

CLASS
NOTES

engineering comes home

Melvin Amler / DEN

ent and Trademark Office’s

’44, GSAS ’50 / has

National Inventors Hall of

written a book about his

Fame for his 1987 patent,

adventures as a dentist

Iris Biometric.

Call it destiny: The relationship between
New York University and engineering
began in the mid-19th century, then
things got…complicated, and they’ve
been separated for the past 40 years.
But as with any great love story, they’re
back together following NYU’s merger
on January 1 with Polytechnic University. Scientific passion endures!
Here’s a look at NYU Engineering’s
homes, past and present.

in the South Pacific
during World War II titled

Laurence S. Baker /

Midnight on Mindanao

WSC ’48, STEINHARDT

(iUniverse).

’55 / has been presented
with a Lifetime Achieve-

Leonard Flom / ARTS

ment Award by the West-

’47, MED ’50 / was

chester County Psychologi-

inducted into the U.S. Pat-

cal Association.

1950s
Carl Steinhouse /

the Challenge: The Hexa-

STERN ’52 / has

gon KH-9 Reconnaissance

published a book titled

Satellite (American Insti-

Now What? (AuthorHouse).

tute of Aeronautics and

University BUILDING (ca. 1854), Washington Square

Green Laboratory (ca. 1900), University Heights in the Bronx

Sage Engineering Building (ca. 1923), University Heights

Technology II Building (ca. 1970), University Heights

Astronautics).
Phil Pressel / ENG ’59
/ has published Meeting

1960s
Evelyn Barish / GSAS

STEINHARDT ’64 / is

’60, ’66 / is the author of a

part of a three-generation

major work of investigative

NYU family. Her father,

biography more than two

Stanley F. Pechar /

decades in the making, The

STEINHARDT ’40, ’47,

Double Life of Paul De Man

’62 / , and brother Gary S.

(Liveright).

Pechar / STEINHARDT
’73 / both attended NYU,

Gillan / GSAS ’63 / has

fessor. Corinne’s daughter

published a book of poetry,

Janine Voparil Volpi-

Robert Bauman /

The Silence in an Empty

celli / SCPS ’96 / is also

ENG ’66 / has published

House (NYQ).

an alumna.

his first World War II novel,

Ronald Zimmerman /

Extension of Life (Xlibris).

STERN ’68 / and Jane

Fred S. Goldberg /

Jeff Furman / STERN

STERN ’64 / has published

’65, LAW ’68 / is chairman

Alan Hirschman /

nongrad alum /

a memoir about his 35-year

of the board of directors of

WSC ’68 / is a professor

received the National

career, The Insanity of

Ben & Jerry’s. He wrote

and executive director

Scopus Award from the

Advertising (Council Oak).

the epilogue to the book

of the Center for Medical

American Friends of

Ice Cream Social (Berrett-

Innovation at the University

the Hebrew University.

Koehler).

of Pittsburgh’s Swanson

Corinne A. Voparil /

School of Engineering.

Zimmerman / STERN

BOTTOM RIGHT PHOTO: © Jim Henderson; all others

where Stanley was a pro-

courtesy NYU Archives

Maria Mazziotti

1970s
Paul Dillon / GSAS ’70, ’74
/ is the co-author of an article
on the efficacy of the Farnesoid
X Receptor in the September
2013 issue of the journal
Gastroenterology.

Wunsch Building (2014), MetroTech Center in Downtown Brooklyn

We want to hear from you! Let us know what is happening
in your career and life. Submit your news items, personal
milestones, or an obituary of a loved one to: NYU Class Notes,
25 West Fourth Street, Fourth Floor, New York, New York, 10012
or via email to alumni.magazine@nyu.edu. You can also share
Class Notes online by logging on to alumni.nyu.edu/class-notes.
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“Genius” Phil Baran will use his
award to create new medicines
and agrochemicals.

(continued from page 49)

poetry, Hanging Like Hope

Bonnie Clearwater

Jerry J. Marty / WSC

on the Equinox (Virtual

/ WSUC ’78 / has been

’70 / was designated

Artists Collective).

appointed director of Nova

1980s

Southeastern University’s

“Top Doc” in pathology by
Baltimore magazine in its

Ross Klavan / WSC

Museum of Art in Fort Lau-

Walter “Skip” Auch

and Their

November 2012 issue.

’73 / is the author of the

derdale, FL.

/ STERN ’82 / was rec-

Work, Edition

ognized by Ohio Wesleyan

8 (both

Brian Keesling / TSOA

University with an alumni

Mosby).

’78 / is the co-author of a

award for outstanding

new comic novel Schmuck
Stephen A. McEvoy /

(Greenpoint Press).

ENG ’70, POLY ’75 / joined
Gannett Fleming Transit

Alan Winter / DEN ’73 /

young adult novel, Beauty’s

dedication and service

Julius

and Rail Systems as a vice

has published his third novel,

Son (Chelsea Stables),

to his undergrad alma

Galacki

president and director of

Savior’s Day (iUniverse).

a retelling of the classic

mater.

/ TSOA ’83, GAL ’89

Black Beauty.

railroad and transit operational design.

Alfred J. Malefatto

/ wrote, directed, and
Lisa Milinazzo /

produced a 35-minute

/ WSUC ’75 / was named

Gary Evans / WSUC

TSOA ’82, STEINHARDT

film, All Things Chicken,

Richard Meyer / ARTS

West Palm Beach Lawyer of

’79 / is a board-certified

’83 / wrote and directed

based on his play of the

’72 / has been named

the Year for Environmental

podiatrist and surgeon and

Slain in the Spirit, which

same name.

senior vice president and

Law by U.S. News Media

creator of the new daniPro

premiered at the 2013

general counsel of the

Group and Best Lawyers.

nail polish line.

Midtown International

Mary Lawlor / GSAS

Theater Festival in NYC.

’83, ’89 / published

National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association in

Arnold Arluke / GSAS

Eric Goldman /

Arlington, VA.

’78 / is the co-author of

TSOA ’79 / has published

Martha Raile Alli-

(Rowman & Littlefield),

Fighter Pilot’s Daughter

The Photographed Cat:

a new book, The American

good / NUR ’83 / is the

a memoir of her life in

Donna Pucciani /

Picturing Human-Feline

Jewish Story Through

author of the updated

a military family during

STEINHARDT ’72, ’79 /

Ties, 1890-1940 (Syracuse

Cinema (University of

Nursing Theory, Edition

the Cold War.

has written her fifth book of

University Press).

Texas Press).

5 and Nursing Theorists

(continued on page 54)
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Phil Baran / CAS ’97

Science Nonfiction

Kaylia Gilphilin
— 2016 —

by Julie Vadnal

Institute in La Jolla, California), but in September, Baran was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship, which
entails a $625,000 prize
and the right to call oneself a capital-g Genius. So,
what is the 36-year-old’s
niche? “Organic synthesis,” he says. To our quizzical silence he responds,
“The science of making
50 / SPRING 2014 / NYU

molecules. It’s kind of like
being an architect, but on
a molecular level.” Or to
use a pop culture analogy,
“It’s very much like Star
Trek—a voyage into the
unknown—but instead of
meeting Klingons, our discoveries can have a tangible,
positive impact in human
medicine.” The money
will bankroll Baran’s efforts

to create medicines and agrochemicals that fall into a
funding catch-22: They’re
not financed without proof
of efficacy, which of course
requires capital.
Jersey-born and Florida-raised, Baran had a
childhood passion for science, which became a
full-blown obsession on
Washington Place. “When

I close my eyes I can still
smell the characteristic odor
of [professor] Dave Schuster’s lab in the chemistry
building,” he says. “Schuster really took me under his
wing. He not only taught
me chemistry and let me
explore, but he also taught
me about life. Sometimes
I still have dreams of being
back there!”
While Baran was a virtuoso of his core curriculum, he was a bit off-key
when it came to electives.
“I did very poorly—a C, I

think—in the Art of Listening,” Baran recalls. “These
were the days before the
iPod, so studying meant
going to the basement of
the library and listening to
hours of classical music. I
couldn’t sacrifice time in
the lab, so I didn’t study
much,” Baran says. But as
chemistry proves, stasis is
futile. “Now I only listen
to classical music and even
lecture with it playing in
the background,” Baran
says. “I think I’d get an A if
I retook that test today.”

photo Courtesy THE John D. & Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

It’s easy to be gobsmacked by organic chemist Phil
Baran’s CV. Not only does he conduct research in
a lab named after him (at the Scripps Research

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT
www.nyu.edu/giving
1-800-698-4144

NYU Alumni are the secret
to our success — thank you!
We count on your support this year and every year.
When you participate in alumni giving,
you help provide much-needed scholarships for our exceptional
students—like Kaylia—and help maintain the excellence of NYU.
You also help to increase the value of your degree,
as participation in alumni giving impacts NYU’s ranking.
Please make a gift to support NYU students today!
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Alli DeFrancesco / CAS ’09

La Campione
by Rory Evans

Coach class on a transcontinental flight is associated with many things—limited legroom, screeching
babies, a sense of indignity. It is not often viewed as
a hotbed of inspiration, but
that’s what it was for Alli
DeFrancesco: It was on
her way home from New
York City to San Diego in
2011, following the memorial service for her Violets swim coach Lauren
Beam, that DeFrancesco
decided she was going to
swim the English Channel.
The feat would not be simply an athlete honoring a
mentor who passed away at
age 34 from colon cancer
but also the triumph of a
survivor. DeFrancesco had
only recently recovered
from Hodgkin’s lymphoma herself.
For months preceding her diagnosis in 2009,
the coed had felt horrible.
During her last semester at
NYU, “Like clockwork,
I’d roll into senior seminar with a high fever,” she
says. “I was on five rounds
of antibiotics. Whenever I
drank alcohol, I had severe
pain in my arm that radi-

ated down to my fingertips. This is a telltale sign
of Hodgkin’s, but when
you’re young—and an
athlete—doctors are like,
‘You’re in college. You
drink too much.’ ” After
the Hodgkin’s was finally
discovered, her first chemotherapy treatment at
Scripps Medical Center in
La Jolla, California, happened on the same day that
her class celebrated graduation at Yankee Stadium.
“One day I ran 10 miles,
and the next, I had lost my
hair, control of my body,
much of my short-term
memory and with that, my
identity,” she says.
After nearly two years
of grueling chemo, radiation, and a bone marrow
transplant, DeFrancesco
finally returned to relative health (there’s still a
so-called “stable” mass
in her chest that her oncologists monitor closely). Having been so ill,

she realized “[this] was
an opportunity. I’d been
blessed with a second
chance.” She wanted to
say thank you to her late
coach, who was “the best
part about being a college
athlete for me,” DeFrancesco says. “She saw my
potential.”
Selecting the best way
to pay homage to Beam
was a no-brainer. “Mention cancer to anyone and
they wince,” she says. “I
wanted to do something
recognized as universally challenging as cancer,
and when you mention
the English Channel, you
don’t have to offer too
much of an explanation.”
At its narrowest, the
Channel is 21 miles across.
At its warmest, the water
hovers around a bracing
65 degrees. Its currents
can be parabolic, erratic,
and deadly. “The Channel is the reason Napoleon
never invaded England,”

DeFrancesco says with a
laugh. Even so, she and
her humble Speedo were
determined to do what
Bonaparte dared not (to
qualify as an officially recognized crossing, wet suits
are banned).
Preparing for the cold
water entailed blasting the
AC in her car, soaking in
a kiddie pool filled with
ice, and swimming long
distances in brisk waters
along the California coast,
sometimes through known
breeding grounds for great
white sharks. While training, DeFrancesco had a
dream about Beam: The
student told the coach,
“I’m swimming the English Channel for you,” and
the coach replied simply, “I
know. It’s the right thing.”
This past August 28th,
DeFrancesco and her pilot
boat (with an independent
observer) launched from
Samphire Hoe, near Do-

ver, in the dark at 3 am.
For the next 11 hours and
14 minutes, DeFrancesco swam. The only time
she went “vertical” in the
water—the equivalent of
sitting down during a marathon—was when a tanker
neared. “I played music in
the jukebox in my head.
I had the ‘Purple People
Eater’ song stuck for at
least three hours,” she says.
Throughout the swim,
the crew transposed text
messages for her on a white
board. One read, “You
fought cancer. You will
finish this.” DeFrancesco
yelled back a proud correction: “I beat cancer!” With
the rocky cliffs of Cap Gris
Nez within view, “I had an
out-of-body experience,”
she says. “It was like, ‘How
cool is this? I am swimming
the English Channel!’ I had
the sun on my back, I was
crying into my goggles,
and I didn’t feel cold.”

PHOTOS FROM LEFT: © RYAN RITCHEA; © Kristof Goeser for WASHINGTON SQUARE NEWS; © Meg Haywood-Sullivan; © Alli DeFrancesco
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In honoring Coach
Beam, DeFrancesco also
became the first Italian
woman in history to swim
the Channel (thanks to her
dual citizenship in Italy).

“Physically and financially, these kinds of swims are
insane,” she admits, and
not so unlike her battle
with cancer. She notes
that both involved “tak-

From left: Alli D e Francesco zips along La Jolla Cove

ing a risk, committing to
a plan, preparing for the
unknown, knowing the
possibilities, and using all
of your energy to fight for
the best outcome.”

GIFT BOX

An inside look at
recent contributions to the university
• Robert B. Bell (STERN ’61), a former adjunct professor

while training; shining as a student with NYU swim

at the NYU Real Estate Institute for 19 years, and his son,

coach Lauren Beam; a rare moment of inactivity; and

NYU Langone Trustee Marc Bell (SCPS ’89), recently es-

the survival kit she kept on hand during her crossing.

tablished an endowed professorship in cardiology with a
gift of $2.5 million to the NYU School of Medicine. James
Slater, the inaugural Robert and Marc Bell Professor of
Cardiology, is the family’s longtime physician. The Bells’
generosity will help Slater develop a comprehensive
clinical research program focused on minimally invasive
solutions for patients with cardiovascular disease.
• NYU Langone Trustee Linda Gosden Robinson and
the Robinson family recently made a seven-figure gift
to create the Robinson Family S.Q.U.A.S.H. (Smart choices, Quality ingredients, Unique, Appetizing, Simple, and
Healthy) Program, an innovative approach to increase
awareness and adherence to a healthy diet among pediatric patients. The Robinsons’ generosity will allow NYU
Langone to build upon its leadership in this area. The
program supports modeling and promoting sustainable
interventions through inpatient services and outpatient
visits at some ambulatory sites. The initiative will respond to the individual child’s health risks and needs,
and encourage healthy habits and lifestyles at home, at
school, and in the community.
• With a grant of $960,000 to the College of Nursing, the
Helene Fuld Health Trust has generously established an
endowed scholarship fund to assist students pursuing
an accelerated second-degree program of nursing studies. The grant provides that half of the awarded funds will
be used for outright financial support to students requiring immediate assistance over the next several years. The
grant, for which the College of Nursing competed, reflects the Fuld Health Trust’s devotion to the nursing profession and to students being trained to provide skilled
and compassionate patient care at bedside.
• A $10 million gift from Judy and Michael Steinhardt
will support student scholarships at the Institute of Fine
Arts (IFA) and the Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development. The Judy and Michael
Steinhardt Fellowship Fund at the IFA will provide support for art history doctoral candidates. The Steinhardt
School has established the Judy and Michael Steinhardt
Scholarship Fund to help needy and deserving students.
“In establishing these funds, the Steinhardts have ensured that their legacy will be felt in the hearts and minds
of students who undertake careers that are critically important to art, culture, and human development,” NYU
President John Sexton says.
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on her 75th birthday with

by the American Society

Stephen J. Kubinec /

/ WSUC ’85 / published

Susan Baer

an International Piano Cel-

of Safety Engineers as its

WAG ’85 / retired after 36

Latino Americans (Celebra

/ STERN ’84 /

ebration sponsored by Yale

Edgar Monsanto Queeny

years with the New York

Trade) and was awarded an

has joined Arup

University’s department

National Safety Profes-

State Court System.

honorary Doctor of Letters

as a principal

of music.

sional of the Year.

by Chicago Theological
Ilka S. Rodriguez-Diaz

and global avi-

Seminary.

ation planning

Tony Kushner / TSOA

Lisa Hunter / LAW

/ WSUC ’85 / is a senior

leader.

’84 / has been elected to

’85 / was recognized

intelligence officer with the

Steven Gentile / TSOA

the American Philosophical

for her law services in

CIA on assignment at the

’86 / and Mindy Belloff

Society.

Long Island Business

National Reconnaissance

/ STEINHARDT ’85, ’93 /

News’ list of Who’s Who

Office in Chantilly, VA.

have opened Intima Gallery

Madeleine
Hsu Forte /
STEINHARDT

Leo J. DeBobes / STEIN-

in Women in Professional

’84 / was feted

HARDT ’85 / was honored

Services.

NAME

in Saugerties, NY.
Rafael “Ray” Suarez

SCHOOL
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Eduardo D. Rodriguez / DEN ’92

THE FACE OF HOPE
by Jo Kadlecek

On any given day, you can find Eduardo D.
Rodriguez sketching. Pen in hand, he outlines
faces, shades in features, and delineates bone
structures. He doesn’t consider himself an expert, but
his love for drawing serves
two purposes: It keeps his

hands nimble, and it prepares him for surgeries that
require an artist’s eye and
attention to detail.

“Most surgeons who
know me know that I mark
and design very carefully
how we’ll be performing

an operation,” he says.
“I’m a rookie sketcher,
but it helps me understand
what I’m going to do, giving me complete clarity.”
Rodriguez is no rookie, though, when it comes
to the operating room. As
the new chair of the de-

partment of plastic surgery
at NYU Langone Medical
Center, he is recognized
around the world for his
leadership in reconstructive
and craniofacial plastic surgery. His creative vision,
compassionate approach,
and extensive experience
have helped hundreds of
disfigured patients return
to normal lives.
One patient recently
made medical history with
Rodriguez. In 1997, a gun
accident severely damaged
22-year-old Richard Norris’s jaw, lips, teeth, tongue,
and nose. Numerous conventional reconstructive
surgeries had done little to
help the physical and emo-

tional pain caused by the
Virginia native’s deformity.
He avoided most personal
interaction; when he did
venture into public, it was
after dark, and he wore a
mask and hat.
In 2005, Norris met
Rodriguez, who spent the
next six years imagining,
researching, designing, and
planning the unprecedented possibility of a complete
face transplant. Though
partial facial transplants have
been performed for almost a
decade, with relative success (out of 28 performed,
four patients have died),
both Rodriguez and Nor-

ris knew that their breakthrough surgery would be
far riskier.
But when news of an
organ donor arrived, neither hesitated. Overseeing a team of five surgeons
and 150 medical experts,
Rodriguez performed the
most comprehensive fullface transplant in history at
the University of Maryland
Medical Center in March
2012. It took 36 hours, but
Norris couldn’t be happier
with the results. Now instead of gawkers, “there’s
no one paying attention,”
he says. “Unless they know
me personally, they don’t

Eduardo D. Rodriguez calls himself an amateur
sketcher, but he’s the Rembrandt of reconstructive
and craniofacial plastic surgery.

PHOTO © AP/GAIL BURTON
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know I am a face transplant
patient. That right there is
the goal we had.”
The surgery promises
significant hope that people
like Norris can also rebuild
their lives. Such opportunities, Rodriguez says,
will only expand at NYU
Langone. In fact, since arriving in New York last
November—which Rodriguez says felt like “coming
home”—he and his translational research staff have
already begun partnering
with outside agencies to
expedite the organ donor
process. And because of
NYU’s well-defined progression of care and research
in tissue transplantation and
regeneration, Rodriguez
says the innovative tools
that exist here can take
them to new frontiers in educating doctors around the
globe. Surgical simulations,
coupled with a network of
computers and remote controls, allow medical training
to have a wider reach. “We
can teach a surgeon in another part of the world to
perform facial reconstruction,” he says.
Even with such great
medical possibilities in
front of him, at the end of
the day, Rodriguez sees
the art of caring as his primary focus. “I love to take
care of people. Patients
and families give me much
more than I could ever give
them. They come in with
really complex problems,
and I have to tell them that
it’s going to get worse before it gets better,” he says.
“But I make the commitment that I’ll be with them
every step of the way, however bitter it may be. Are
there ups and downs? Of
course. But I find more ups
than downs.”

(continued from page 54)

Bernard A. Krooks /

Erlinda Villamor

LAW ’88 / is chair of the

Kravetz / GSAS ’86 /

Elder Care Committee,

has published an e-book

Editorial Advisory Board

collection of short stories

of Trusts & Estates maga-

titled Krystal Hut: Stories

zine and is listed in

(Amazon Digital).

The Best Lawyers in
America, 2014.

Dan Zevin / WSUC ’86
/ won the Thurber Prize

Dorianne

for American Humor

Cotter-Lockard /

for his book Dan Gets a

STERN ’89 / was named

Minivan (Scribner).

a fellow at the Institute
for Social Innovation at

Robert Fung / LAW

Fielding Graduate Univer-

’88 / , secretary and

sity in Santa Barbara, CA.

general counsel for
Aloha Petroleum, Ltd.,

William Lipkin /

was recently installed as

WSUC ’89 / had his

president of the Western

study “Adenoid Cystic

Petroleum Marketers

Carcinoma of the Lower

Association.

Extremity” published in
the Journal of the American Podiatric Medical
Association.

1990s
Alicia Coppola / GAL

Restaurant in Austin

’90 / has published her

Right Now” by Complex

first book, Gracefully

magazine.

Gone (CreateSpace).
Joseph E. Varner III
John Craparo /

/ LAW ’90 / was selected

POLY ’90 / has pub-

for inclusion in the 2014

lished the book You

edition of The Best

Can Fly Now (Aviators

Lawyers in America in

Institute).

the categories of tax law,
trusts, and estates.

Nicole Dombrowski
Risser / GSAS ’90, ’95

John Gonsalves

/ has published her sec-

/ STERN ’91 / was

ond book, France Under

appointed as senior

Fire (Cambridge Univer-

vice president and head,

sity Press), a distillation

global accounts and

of her NYU thesis.

partnerships, at Symphony Teleca Corp. in

Jen Scoville Strick-

Palo Alto, CA.

land / TSOA ’90 / and
Terri Hannafin are the
owners of Home Slice
Pizza, named a “Best

Bridget M. McCormack / LAW ’91 / was
(continued on page 58)
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Up! (Lighthouse Publishing

Deanna Moinester

Stephanie “Taffy”

Alden Jones / GSAS

counsel in

elected a justice on the

of the Carolinas).

Albert / STEINHARDT

Brodesser-Akner /

’98 / has won the New

the New York

’96 / has opened the

TSOA ’97 / has recently

American Fiction Prize for

City office of

Timothy Cummings /

educational consulting

written articles for

her short story collection,

the law firm

TSOA ’95 / was cast as Ned

company Educational

The New York Times,

Unaccompanied Minors

Debevoise &

Debra Michals / GSAS

Weeks in a revival of Larry

Solutions and Resources

GQ, Women’s Health,

(New American Press).

Plimpton, LLP.

’91, ’02 / is co-curator of

Kramer’s drama The Normal

based in West Palm

and Vogue, among other

the exhibition “From Ideas

Heart at the Fountain The-

Beach, FL.

publications.

Ann Fensterstock /

Vikki

to Independence” on

atre in Los Angeles.

GAL ’99 / is the author of

Karan /

Michigan State Supreme

You’ve Got VIOLET PRIDE—

and So Do YOUR
Alumni BENEFITS!
In 2014, the NYU Office of Alumni
Relations and NYU Alumni
Association will prove their VA LOR
by debuting a V A L U A B L E new
benefits program with even more
exclusive perks and services for
our VA L I A N T alums. V E R I T Y !
Whether your V A N T A G E point is
Washington Square or across the
globe, you’ll be treated like a V I P .
Let us paint for you a
of what’s in store...

VIVID

picture

Harness these V A R I O U S powers,
V I A the Web or in person:
—Discounts on car rentals,
exclusive travel programs, and a
seat on NYU’s trolleys and buses,
when V E L O C I T Y is key
—Special pricing for
V I V A C I O U S entertainment,
whether your V I B E is movies or
live performances on Broadway
and at the Skirball Center
— V O L U N T E E R to host that next big
event, thanks to Torch Club and
NYU Club access and discounts on
parking and hotel stays
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Court.

the National Women’s

Gregory Morris /

Robin Hamilton / GSAS

Art on the Block (Palgrave

SCPS ’99, ’01

History Museum’s website,

Elisa Zied / STEIN-

CAS ’96 / has been

’98 / won a regional Emmy

Macmillan) about the

/ is head of

nwhm.org.

HARDT ’95 / is a nutri-

named president

for hosting the documen-

expansion of New York

the client services depart-

tional expert whose fourth

and executive director

tary The Dream Began Here

City’s art world.

ment at William Morris

John Radanovich /

book, Younger Next Week

of the Stanley M. Isaacs

about Washington, D.C.’s

GSAS ’92 / has published

(Harlequin), was recently

Neighborhood Center in

early African-American

Brandon Gruner /

and welcomed daughter

a nonfiction book, Taken

published.

New York City.

community.

CAS ’99 / has been named

Vivian Rose in August 2013.

domestic-violence victims.

Ryan Wong / TSOA ’04

Angela Aileen Grant

/ served as co-producer on

/ STEINHARDT ’06 / has

Jason Pollard / TSOA

非常幸运 (My Lucky Star),

released her first book,

’03, ’07 / produced and

starring Zhang Ziyi. The

2:7: The Awakening of Love
(CreateSpace).

Endeavor Entertainment,

(Radanovich Publications),
about Solomon Northup,
the subject of the film
12 Years a Slave.

—Score discounts at our
bookstore, become a member
of Bobst Library, or log on to the
e-library and coveted databases

VIBRANT

—For a physically V I G O R O U S
bonus, land a free visit to the Coles
or Palladium athletic centers, then
sign up for an alumni membership
at either facility
—Lifetime NYU email, powered by
Google, provides a V I T A L link to
everyone you care about
—A range of V I A B L E insurance
policies for everything from your
castle to Fido
We’d call access to these benefits
an unmitigated V I C T O R Y .
Learn all the details,
V A L U E D alumni:
alumni.nyu.edu/benefits
alumni.info@nyu.edu
212-998-6912

Roland SanchezMedina Jr. / LAW ’92
/ was elected to serve on

2000s

the board of directors of
the Florida-based voters’
advocacy nonprofit

Peter DePietro /

partner/principal of Ernst &

FairDistrictsNow.org.

TSOA ’00 / is the author

Young’s financial services

of Transforming Education

office in New York City.

Shiraz Tangri / WSUC

With New Media (Peter

’92 / has joined Meyers

Lang International Aca-

Nichole Cortese / CAS

edited An American in

film topped the Chinese

Nave’s Los Angeles office

demic Publishers).

’01 / was recently pro-

Hollywood, directed by Sai

box office in its first week
of release.

moted to senior counsel in

Varadan / TSOA ’04

use and environmental

Sarah Eismann /

the real estate department

/ and filmed by Marcus

practice group.

TSOA ’00 / is founder of

at law firm Loeb & Loeb,

Jones / TSOA ’04.

the all-female Manhattan

LLP in New York City.

to expand the firm’s land

Stanley Veliotis /

Shakespeare Project. The

Mark Imhof / STERN
’06 / founded Mark Imhof,

Mallory Carra /

CPA, CIA, MBA, LLC to

CAS ’05 / earned an MFA

provide accounting, audit,

Erik Daly / STERN

in writing for screen and

and tax consulting services.

’04 / was recognized

television from USC’s

LAW ’92 / has been made

company most recently

Elizabeth Brandler /

an associate professor

performed Twelfth Night

LAW ’02 / recently joined

by Chambers USA as an

School of Cinematic Arts.

Rakesh Mani / STERN

with tenure at Fordham

(Or, What You Will).

the ASPCA in the position

“Associate to Watch” in

She now works at Hulu in

’06 / earned an MBA from

of New York City legal

corporate/mergers and

Los Angeles.

Northwestern University’s

advocacy counsel.

acquisitions law.

University’s Schools
of Business, teaching

David Guggenheim /

accounting and taxation.

TSOA ’00 / co-wrote his

Kellogg School of ManageWalter Gindin / CAS

ment and has joined Booz &

first novel, Weaponized

Stephanie Swinton /

Frances Kweller /

’05, GSAS ’08 / has joined

Company as a consultant in

Stacy Deemar / TSOA

(Mulholland), with fellow

CAS ’02, STEINHARDT

STEINHARDT ’04 / is

the immigration law firm

Chicago.

’94, STEINHARDT ’95 /

alumnus Nicholas

’06 / is now a member of

founder of Kweller Test

of Klasko, Rulon, Stock

created a public service

Mennuti / TSOA ’00.

the Beta Gamma Sigma

Prep, which recently

and Seltzer, LLP, as an

Mark M. Spradley /

International Honor Soci-

doubled the size of its

associate in the New York

STERN ’06 / has been

office in Forest Hills, NY.

City office.

elected to the board of

Danielle Miklos /

Katherine Maher /

announcement called
“Smartphone Pollution,”

Timothy E. Magee /

ety, recognizing business

in conjunction with

CAS ’00 / has joined the

excellence.

the Illinois Theatre

litigation practice of Pash-

Association.

man Stein, PC in Hacken-

Jae Young Kim / LAW

CAS ’04 / is both a lawyer

CAS ’05 / has been named

sack, NJ, as an associate.

’03 / has been named

and veteran and is now an

among the “99 Under 33”

Vilas Dhar / LAW ’07 /

supervising attorney of

associate at the New York

young professionals in

was profiled by Forbes for

Bob Ravener / STERN

directors of the MicroLoan
Foundation USA.

’94 / has released his

Sandra Baker

the Urban Resource

Stock Exchange, working

foreign policy by Diplo-

his socially conscious law

debut book about overcom-

Zarraga / STERN ’00 /

Institute’s legal education

in its veterans associate

matic Courier global affairs

firm, Dhar Law, LLP, and

ing adversity titled

was recently promoted to

and advocacy program for

program.

magazine.
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Kenrya Rankin Naa-

(Cedar Fort), the second

new nonprofit, Next Mile

sel / SCPS ’07 / is editor

installment in the “Middle

Project.

of the new book Bet on

School Magic” series.

Cassandra Flechsig

essays from African-Amer-

Lisa Goldman / CAS

Alison Marie

Christine A. Weible

/ GSAS ’07 / is Green Cart

ican women on their rela-

’08 / and Joshua Reiss

Devenny / WAG ’10 /

/ GSAS ’10 / and José

program manager and con-

tionships with their fathers.

/ CAS ’08 / , son of NYU

is engaged to Edward

Antonio Cruz Rivera

NYUGiftPlanning

Black (Kifani Press), with

professor Carol Shoshkes

Berwind Stautberg.

/ GAL ’02, STEINHARDT

a food and agriculture

Tammy Robinson /

Reiss, welcomed daughter

The couple is set to be

’04 / were married on

consultancy based in

SSSW ’07 / has been

Daniella Emily into the

married on May 31, in

November 17, 2012, in

New York City.

promoted to training

world in April 2013.

Brick, NJ.

New York City.

sultant for Karp Resources,

coordinator at Presbyterian
Adam Gaines / TSOA ’07

Children’s Village, a

Melissa Walker /

Allison Gutknecht

Hilary Harrison /

/ is the author of Mixtape,

Pennsylvania-based

STEINHARDT ’08 / is a

/ GAL ’10 / has published

SCPS ’11 / was married

a collection of one-act plays

organization.

creative arts therapist

her debut book, Don’t

to Thomas Slocum on

and was featured in The

Wear Polka-Dot Under-

December 30, 2012,
in Chatham, NJ.

(Nothing to Gain Publishers), and works as a

Paul Rozario / SCPS

Washington Post for her

wear With White Pants

writers’ assistant on

’07 / married Alphonse

work with service members

(and Other Lessons I’ve

FX’s The Bridge.

Falcone on September 19,

suffering from brain

Learned) (Aladdin).

2011, at Brooklyn City Hall.

injuries.

Simon Hawkins / TSOA

Paul has changed his last

’07 / and his brother Zeke

name to Rozario-Falcone.

We Have a Backer at NYU!
When Eleanore Backer died in 1983,
she left a generous legacy in her will to create
the Frederick and Eleanore Backer Scholarship
Fund.

Eleanore enjoyed a show business career as a
dancer, appearing on stage and screen with Jack
Benny and Rudy Vallee, among many others. She
married Frederick Backer, who graduated from
NYU School of Law in 1936.

William Maddock /
CAS ’11 / recently

Katherine Kinsman

completed a master’s

James McCracken /

/ WAG ’10 / has joined

of philosophy in Roman

SSSW ’09 / is a clinical

Landmark High School in

history at Wadham

Out of This Place, which

Braden Bell / STEIN-

faculty member at the Uni-

Beverly, MA, as a teacher

College, University

screened at the Toronto

HARDT ’08 / has published

versity of North Carolina’s

of grammar/composition

of Oxford.

International Film Festival.

his third novel, Penumbras

School of Medicine.

and American literature.
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co-directed We Gotta Get

A L egac y of Learni ng

Office Of GifT PLANNiNG

25 West Fourth Street
4th Floor

New York, NY 10012-1119
212-998-6960

Join your fellow alumni
and experience the
best of NYU and NYC at
NYU Alumni and Parents
Day 2014!

Eleanore had a lifelong love of learning and
recognized its value. The permanent Scholarship
Fund that she established provides annual
awards to students University-wide, and it has
become one of the largest sources of aid available
to the University’s most promising students.
You, too, can leave a legacy and become a part
of the Momentum Campaign to unlock the
potential and unleash the ambition of future
NYU students. Contact the NYU Office of Gift
Planning to learn more.
gift.planning@nyu.edu
www.nyu.edu/alumni/giftplanning.mag

Auto insurance as special as
your alma mater.
Did you know that as an NYU alum, you could
save up to $427.96 or more on Liberty Mutual
Auto Insurance?1 You could save even more if
you also insure your home with us. Plus, you’ll
receive quality coverage from a partner you can
trust, with features and options that can include
Accident Forgiveness2, New Car Replacement3,
Forgiveness2, New Car, and Lifetime Repair
Guarantee.4

Come back to Washington
Square to hear from President
John Sexton, gain insights
on today's most pressing
issues, and reconnect
with old friends.

CONTACT
US TODAY
TO START
SAVING

Visit nyualumni.com
for more information.

888-512-3727

CLIENT # 7271

LIBERTYMUTUAL.COM/NYUALUMNI
VISIT YOUR LOCAL OFFICE

Looking forWard to
Seeing you on Saturday,
noVeMBer 8, 2014!
This organization receives financial support for allowing Liberty Mutual to offer this auto and home insurance program.
1
Discounts are available where state laws and regulations allow, and may vary by state. Figure reflects average national savings for customers who switched to Liberty Mutual’s
group auto and home program. Based on data collected between 1/1/2012 and 6/30/2012. Individual premiums and savings will vary. To the extent permitted by law, applicants
are individually underwritten; not all applicants may qualify. 2For qualifying customers only. Subject to terms and conditions of Liberty Mutual’s underwriting guidelines. Not
available in CA and may vary by state. 3Applies to a covered total loss. Your car must be less than one year old, have fewer than 15,000 miles and have had no previous
owner. Does not apply to leased vehicles or motorcycles. Subject to applicable deductible. Not available in NC or WY. 4Loss must be covered by your policy. Not available in
AK. Coverage provided and underwritten by Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliates, 175 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA. ©2013 Liberty Mutual Insurance

AUTO | HOME
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the University of London

Kathryn

symposium “In the Balance:

Tsiavos /

Indigenity, Performance,

CAS ’11 /

Globalization.”

Alumni Contacts
ALUMNI RELATIONS
212-998-6912
alumni.info@nyu.edu

married
Anthony

College of Arts
and Science, Heights
Colleges
212-998-6880
cas.alumni@nyu.edu

Allison Churchill /

Mirakaj on

GSAS ’13 / works at

April 20, 2013,

Guideposts magazine as

in Pearl

an editorial assistant.

River, NY.
Madeline Kearin /
Jaime Fried / NUR ’12 /

IFA ’13 / is a member

is a med-surg/telemetry

of the Lower Hudson

RN at Long Island Jewish

Chapter of the New York

Medical Center, where

Archaeological Association

she is co-chair of the

and co-director of an

Nursing Research and

excavation in Mount

EBP Council.

Kisco, NY.

Melanie Anastacia

Peter Meikle / SCPS ’13

Van Allen / TSOA

/ is now managing director

’12 / presented research

for the DiPaola Financial

on the Bolivian Tinku at

Group in New York City.

VIOLET NIGHT
On the eve of NYU’s 182nd
Commencement this May 21,
the Empire State Building
(above) will shine violet as
students, parents, and friends
toast the graduating class. The
ceremony will once again take place in
the event’s new home, Yankee Stadium.
Across the globe, another campus
celebrates its very first commencement
as NYU Abu Dhabi’s inaugural class
graduates on May 25.

Obituaries
Seelig Freund / ARTS ’33, MED ’37

Bernard H. Hoffman / WSC ’55, LAW ’58

Stanley Kauffmann / WSC ’35

Gordon Edmund Mc Kenzie / ENG ’55

Alfred Feld / ARTS ’39

Alonzo Hilton Shockley Jr. / STEINHARDT ’56

Irving Tobias Mandelbaum / ARTS ’39, DEN ’43

Kishor Jhaveri / STERN ’59, ’60

John W.V. Cordice / WSC ’40, MED ’43

Mark Williams / LAW ’62

Morris Koffman / DEN ’43

Michael K. Benimowitz / STERN ’63

Robert Feller / ENG ’44

David M. Feit / ARTS ’63

Marian Miller Hamburg / STEINHARDT ’45

Andre C. Dimitriadis / STERN ’67, ’70

Curtis B. Hayworth / ENG ’47, ’49

Joseph R. Hemmes / WSC ’72, GSAS ’73, ’94,
Academic Adviser

Juliette Moran / GSAS ’48

Jean Isbell / SCPS ’76

Arnold Naroff / STEINHARDT ’48

Oreluwa (Odunewu) Odynuga / STERN ’78

Richard Starfield / ARTS ’48

Corey Alan Kirschner / WAG ’81

Adelaide M. Godek / NUR ’49

Philip Seymour Hoffman / TSOA ’89

Henry Lohmann / WSC ’49, STEINHARDT ’51

Edgar M. Bronfman / HON ’97, founder of

Martin Leichter / ARTS ’51, STEINHARDT ’70

NYU Bronfman Center for Jewish Student Life

Stuart G. Crane / WSC ’52

Helen Thomas / HON ’09

Lawrence S. Cushner / WSC ’52

Danielle De Mers / former TSOA staff

Donn A. Billings / STEINHARDT ’53

milton h. ellerin / friend

Arthur M. James / ENG ’53

Irving Sarnoff / CAS Professor Emeritus

Arthur Marson / WSC ’54, DEN ’58

David Travis / former NYU Florence faculty
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College of Nursing
212-992-8580
nursing.alumni@nyu.edu

NAME

Courant Institute
212-998-3321
courant.alumni@nyu.edu

CLASS OF

Gallatin School of
Individualized Study
212-992-9868
gallatin.alumni@nyu.edu

CAMPUS

Graduate School of
Arts and Science
212-998-6880
gsas.alumni@nyu.edu
Institute of Fine Arts
212-992-5804
ifa.alumni@nyu.edu
Leonard N. Stern
School of Business
212-998-4040
alumni@stern.nyu.edu
liberal studies program
212-998-6880
core.info@nyu.edu

NYU mourns the recent passing of these alumni, staff, and friends:

Joseph M. Stein / MED ’47

College of Dentistry
212-992-7125
elly@nyu.edu

nyu polytechnic school
of engineering
718-260-3885
engineering.alumni@nyu.edu
Robert F. Wagner
Graduate School
212-998-7537
wagner.alumni@nyu.edu
School of Continuing
and Professional Studies
212-998-7003
scps.alumni@nyu.edu
School of Law
212-998-6410
law.alumni@nyu.edu
School of Medicine
212-263-5390
alumni@med.nyu.edu
silver School of
Social Work
212-998-9189
ssw.alumniaffairs@nyu.edu
The Steinhardt School
of Culture, Education,
and Human Development
212-998-6942
steinhardt.alumni@nyu.edu
Tisch School of the Arts
212-998-6954
fred.bush@nyu.edu

MAJOR

OCCUPATION

LIFE-CHANGING
CLASS

GO-TO FOOD

STUDY STYLE

PROUDEST
MOMENT

WHERE WOULD I
BE WITHOUT MY
SCHOLARSHIP?
MESSAGE TO
WOULD-BE
DONORS

crossword

SET IN STONE

See answers on the page below

Whether one floor or 26, the buildings across our many campuses 
boast storied histories. How well do you know them?
ACROSS
1 Only residence hall
with a rabbi and an
imam (2 words)
6 Andy Warhol’s former
Factory is just 77 yards
from this residence hall
(2 words)
9 Private restaurant at 18
Waverly Place (2 words)
11 The number of floors,
including subterranean,
in NYU Shanghai’s new
academic center
12 NYU Buenos Aires is located
on this street
14 Owls from the cornice of
the old Herald Tribune
building adorn this hall;
houses the Jeffrey S.
Gould Welcome Center
15 German mathematician
whose name graces Warren
Weaver Hall (2 words)
18 NYU Accra is located on
this street
19 Home of the King Juan Carlos
I of Spain Center (2 words)
22 Soon-to-open new location for
NYU Abu Dhabi (2 words)
23 NYU School of Law building
named for the dean who
served from 1943–48
(2 words)
26 Site of the first X-ray
conducted on a human
(2 words)
28 Fritz Glarner’s Relational
Painting (1949–50) resides in
this art space (2 words)
29 Center for the Performing
Arts opened in 2003
30 Neighborhood where NYU
Madrid is located (2 words)
32 Commencement takes place
at this sports venue (2 words)
33 Previous incarnation of Rubin
Hall (2 words)
34 Name of the Brown Building
at the time of the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory fire in 1911
36 The Duke House at East 78th
Street and Fifth Avenue is this
school’s campus (4 words)
37 Nickname for the all-freshman
residence hall where Lady
Gaga once hung her hat
(2 words)

1

2

3

4

5
7

6
9

8

10
11
13

12
14
15
16
17

19

18
21

20
22

24

23

25

27

26

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37
38
39
40

38 NYU London is located on this
spot (2 words)
39 First coed residence hall
on the Washington Square
campus
40 Onetime brewery, now NYU
Berlin’s academic center

		 DOWN
2 Architectural style of the
row houses facing south onto
Washington Square Park
(2 words)
3 Estate bequeathed by Sir
Harold Acton in 1994, which is

now NYU Florence (2 words)
4 298-seat theater at 35 West
Fourth Street named for this
Austrian-American composer
(2 words)
5 Downtown skyscraper home
to SCPS’s Center for Global
Affairs
7 Gutzon Borglum’s 1930
bronze sculpture guarding the
		 Minetta Room of Hayden Hall
8 Historic 88-seat theater on
MacDougal Street (2 words)
10 NYU Tel Aviv is located on this
street (2 words)

13 Extended version of NYU’s
motto, as seen atop the Silver
Center (4 words)
16 Husband-and-wife
philanthropic duo behind
the Kimmel Center for
University Life (3 words)
17 Penthouse level of Kimmel
(2 words)
20 Picasso’s 1934 sculpture
enlarged in 1967 for Silver
Towers courtyard (3 words)
21 NYU Prague is located on this
street (2 words)
24 Closed East Village nightclub

25
27

29
31
35

that lends its name to the
residence hall erected in its
footprint (2 words)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Center
for Near Eastern Studies
Renowned architect who
designed the Washington
Square Arch (2 words)
The arrondissement in which
NYU Paris can be found
Historic 1931 building housing
NYU Sydney (2 words)
Eponymous ghost who
supposedly haunts this
residence hall
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